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The Italian composer and violinist Antonio Vivaldi left
a decisive mark on the form of the concerto,
influencing the emerging style of late Baroque music.
In spite of his widespread popularity today, Vivaldi
was largely forgotten after death and his reputation
was only re-established in the 1920’s. Vivaldi’s
greatest contribution to the history of classical music
was his development of the ritornello form, where
recurrent restatements of a refrain alternate with
further episodic passages by a solo instrument,
allowing for greater depth of virtuosic display. The
passion and lyricism of Vivaldi’s music would have a
lasting impact on Baroque and Classical-era
composers. Delphi’s Great Composers Series offers
concise illustrated guides to the life and works of our
greatest composers. Analysing the masterworks of
each composer, these interactive eBooks include
links to popular streaming services, allowing you to
listen to the pieces of music you are reading about.
Evaluating the masterworks of each composer, you
will explore the development of their works, tracing
how they changed the course of music history.
Whether a classical novice or a cultivated
connoisseur, this series offers an intriguing overview
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of the world’s most famous and iconic compositions.
This volume presents Vivaldi’s masterworks in
succinct detail, with informative introductions,
accompanying illustrations and streaming links.
(Version 1) * Concise and informative overview of
Vivaldi’s masterworks * Learn about the classical
pieces that made Vivaldi a celebrated composer *
Links to popular streaming services (free and paid),
allowing you to listen to the masterpieces you’re
reading about * Features a special ‘Complete
Compositions’ section, with an index of Vivaldi’s
complete extant works and links to popular
streaming services * Links to rare works recently
rediscovered Please note: due to the relative recent
obscurity of Vivaldi’s reputation, which was only
restored in the mid-twentieth century, we are sadly
unable to provide our usual range of bonus texts of
biographies, critical essays or letters. CONTENTS:
The Masterworks Violin Sonata in A Major, Op.2
L’estro armonico, Op.3 La stravaganza, Op.4 Gloria
in D Major, RV 589 Oboe Concerto in A Minor, RV
461 Juditha triumphans, RV 644 Tito Manlio, RV 778
The Four Seasons, Op.8 Concerto for 2 Cellos in G
Minor, RV 531 Mandolin Concerto in C Major, RV
425 Concerto for Strings in G Major, RV 151 Flute
Concerto in G Minor, RV 439 Recorder Concerto in
C Major, RV 443 Bassoon Concerto in A Minor, RV
497 Griselda, RV 718 Nulla in mundo pax sincera,
RV 630 Dixit Dominus in D Major, RV 594 Complete
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Compositions Index of Vivaldi’s Compositions
Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to learn more
about our wide range of exciting titles
For guitar, strings, and basso continuo. One of the
most popular of the Vivaldi concertos. The lovely
slow movement has been widely recorded. In this
new realization, Mario Abril has arranged the piece
to be playable in several different settings: original,
string quartet, full ensemble, guitar duo, guitar, and
continuo.
Expertly arranged concerto for viola and piano.
Over 200 works of the well-known Edition Eulenburg series of
scores from orchestral and choral literature, chamber music
and music theatre are now available in digital format. You can
now enjoy the yellow study scores digitally with one click in
excellent reproduction quality. Über 200 Werke der
berühmten Edition Eulenburg Partiturreihe für Orchester- und
Chorliteratur, Kammermusik und Musiktheater sind nun auch
in einer digitalen Aufbereitung erhältlich. In optisch
hervorragender Darstellung kann man die gelben
Studienpartituren mit einem Klick jetzt auch digital genießen.
(Vocal Collection). Arias for Soprano from Operas. Contents:
Agitata da due venti * Ben conosco a poco a poco * Col
piacer della mia fed * Da quel ferro che ha * Guarda in
quest'occhi * Io son quel gelsomino * La pena amara * Quel
tuo ciglio languide * Se lascio d'adorare * Senza l'amato ben *
Sposa son disprezzata * Squarciami pure il seno * Vedro con
mio diletto * Virresti il so amor tir.
Famous as a violinist, as well as a composer, impresario and
teacher, Antonio Vivaldi produced over 500 concertos in his
lifetime. Paul Paradise has selected and edited eight Vivaldi
concertos for string orchestra or string quartet. The pieces
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and have been edited with contemporary fingerings and
bowings. Contents are: * Concerto in Re maggiore #246 *
Concerto in Re minore #176 * Concerto in La minore #411 *
Concerto in Fa maggiore #288 * Concerto in Sol minore #287
* Concerto in La minore #413.

(Piano). Vivaldi's famous set of four violin concertos
certainly ranks among the all-time top ten classical
favorites. This Ricordi edition, especially designed for
English-speaking markets, makes the music available to
keyboard players, with new music engravings. Features
include an introduction about the history of The Four
Seasons and translations of the four "explanatory
sonnets" written by the composer about the concertos.
Vivaldi's vivid indications that appear throughout the
score have been translated into English. The Italian-only
Ricordi edition for piano (50022190 Le quattro stagioni)
has always been a steady seller in the US. This edition in
English satisfies an obvious and ready appetite for this
great music.
(String Ensemble). Casa Ricordi Milano in partnership
with Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venezia (Istituto Antonio
Vivaldi). Critical edition by Alessandro Borin. The six
Concerts op. VI for violin, strings and continuo by
Antonio Vivaldi were published in Amsterdam by Roger
in 1719. Although the contribution of Vivaldi was
probably modest even to assume that the collection was
published without the composer's assistance and
perhaps even his agreement these six compositions
mark a decisive step towards the definition of the classic
Vivaldi Concerto, a change evident both from the
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from the absence of any supplementary solo parts
beyond the principal violin. This critical edition is based
on the first edition of Opus VI and its reprints, but takes
also into consideration all the sources of single concertos
printed into anthologies or transmitted in manuscript form
(Wiesentheid and Dresden). The information gathered
through the comparative analysis of the manuscript and
the printed traditions of Vivaldi's Opus 6 has permitted us
to reconstruct the links among the sources, to clarify
some problematic editorial decisions and formulate new
hypotheses on the genesis and the intrinsic nature of the
collection as a whole.
The Advantage version of Charles Hoffer's best-selling
MUSIC LISTENING TODAY retains all the key features
of the regular edition, but published in a more
economical black and white format. Both versions offer
the same complete course solution that develops
student's listening skills while teaching them to
appreciate the different styles, forms, and genres of
music. With dozens of engaging familiar and less familiar
selections at their fingertips, students will learn how to
listen to and appreciate all types of music, including a
variety of popular music from cultures around the world.
The chronological organization and modular format
makes it easy to organize your course in whatever way
you choose. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Dowani 3 Tempi Play Along is an effective and timetested method of practicing that offers more than
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conventional
play-along
editions. Dowani 3 Tempi Play
Along enables you to learn a work systematically and
with accompaniment at different tempi. The first thing
you hear on the CD is the concert version in a first-class
recording with solo instrument and orchestral, continuo,
or piano accompaniment. Then the piano or harpsichord
accompaniment follows in slow and medium tempo for
practice purposes with the solo instrument heard softly in
the background at a slow tempo. Finally, you can play at
the original tempo to the accompaniment of an orchestra,
piano, or basso continuo. All versions appearing on the
CD were recorded live by renowned soloists,
accompanists, and orchestras. There are no synthesised
sounds in a Dowani edition!
Since the eighteenth century, violin concertos have
provided a showcase for dramatic interplay between a
soloist’s virtuosity and the blended sonority of an
orchestra’s many instruments. Using this genre to
showcase skill and ingenuity, composers cemented the
violin concerto as a key genre of classical music and
gifted our ears with such timeless masterpieces as
Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. In Experiencing the Violin
Concerto, Franco Sciannameo draws on his years of
scholarship and violin performance to trace the genre
through Baroque, Classical, and modern periods. Along
the way, he explores the social and personal histories of
composers, and the fabulous virtuosi who performed
concertos, and audiences they conquered worldwide.
Inviting readers to consider not only the components of
the music but also the power of perception and
experience, Sciannameo recreates the atmosphere of a
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technique and innovation. Experiencing the Violin
Concerto uses descriptions in place of technical jargon to
make the world of classical music accessible to amateur
music lovers. As part of the Listener’s Companion
series, the volume gives readers an enhanced
experience of key works by investigating the
environments in which the works were written and first
performed as well as those in which they are enjoyed
today.
(Dowani Book/CD). Dowani 3 Tempi Play Along is an
effective and time-tested method of practicing that offers
more than conventional play-along editions. Dowani 3
Tempi Play Along enables you to learn a work
systematically and with accompaniment at different
tempi. The first thing you hear on the CD is the concert
version in a first-class recording with solo instrument and
orchestral, continuo, or piano accompaniment. Then the
piano or harpsichord accompaniment follows in slow and
medium tempo for practice purposes with the solo
instrument heard softly in the background at a slow
tempo. Finally, you can play at the original tempo to the
accompaniment of an orchestra, piano, or basso
continuo. All versions appearing on the CD were
recorded live by renowned soloists, accompanists, and
orchestras. There are no synthesised sounds in a
Dowani edition!
Chronicles the life of the seventeenth-century composer and
discusses his major works, including "The Four Seasons"
This piano reduction by Antonio Vivaldi was designed for use
with the transcription for band by Alfred Reed.
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emphasis on virtuosity, rhythmic exuberance, flexible
instrumentation, and genuine innovations. Newly edited by
Dr. Eleanor Selfridge-Field, they appear in full score.
Authoritative source.
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